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1, INTRODUCTION

on several occasions .1 nave made the statement that I thought that 
tne current effort on definition of the map data base format should start 
>^th the IMPS data format and proceed to improve on that by making 
^ ^ i t i o n s  and changes. One reason for this was that the i m p s format is 
' t y f f  result of a great deal of effort by a number of people. My hope was 
OTat the current effort could be directed towards improving unon toe IMPS 
format rather than re-inventing the ideas that contributed t° it. This 
seemed like a practical way to proceed since the i m p s format is fairly 
well defined in a document. However, as far as I can tell, for the most 
part people have basically started from scratch rather than building upon 
the work that was done a year and a half aao, i now suspect that one 
major reason for this is that the i m p s  document falls far short of what 
is needed In such a document, Although the i m p s  document describes the 
format that was finally arrived at, it contains no discussion of the 
advantages and disadvatages of the various alternatives that were 
considered. Thus, when some new people became involved, they had no 
choice but to repeat the work that led to the i m p s  format,

I am firmly convinced that anything as complex as the map data ease 
format cannot be defined by a committee, it is impossible to please 
everyone because different people often have conflicting ideas and 
priorities, (Also, careful thought sometimes shows that the various 
ideas of a single person are sometimes conflicting,) A major reason that 
the U P S  format finally got defined and implemented was that although we 
listened to and considered the ideas of a lot of people, the final 
decisions were made by a very small group of people.
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Thus, in this document 7. will attempt to summarize all the pros ana 
cons ot the various alternatives that have been discussed. T am sure 
that some peoples' ideas will be omitted or distorted. That is precisely 
why It is important, to write it all down. Also, 1 will state how l would 
decide each of the issues that are discussed. This is just my own 
personal opinion, it is in no way intended to represent the consensous 
ot the various people who have participated in the discussions. Perhaps 
the person who mak.es the final decision«; concerning this new data tor mat 
will find it useful to work from this document, by deleting my decisions 
and insertina his own. Perhaps not,

I have tried to organize this document by starting with the user's 
view of things and then proceeding to the .implementation details.
However, the various issues are of course interconnected. Jt is often 
difficult to discuss one issue without considering some others. Thus» 
the person who makes the final decisions will need to consider all ot the 
issues together and arrive at a set of decisions tnat represent a 
coherent overall design.

2, SCOPE OF THE DATA FORMAT

The data base considered here is intended to handle VLA radio maps 
and their associated identifying information. This includes both two 
dimensional data arrays which are continuum maps and sets of two 
dimensional data arrays which are spectral line maos. Also, the data 
base should pe able to handle other data arrays such as gridded u v  data, 
*est.erbork radio maps, digitized optical images, and even an X-ray of. 
your gall blader, However* the problem of handling ungridded uv data is 
not considered here.

3. GLOSSARY

part of the difficulty of discussing the data base issues seems to 
be due to a lack of well defined terms. Thus* let me start with a few 
definitions of words that I will use. some of them will hopefully be 
further clarified in the rest of the document,

MAP - a qridded data array together with its identifying 
information, The data array is considered to be three 
dimensional* with one of the dimensions representing frequency 
channels for spectral line maps, continuum maps or things 
like optical images are considered to be the degenerate 
case of the frequency channel dimension having a length of one,

MAP h e a d e r  RECORD or CATALOG r e c o r d  - the identifying information 
that is associated with a map.

CATALOG FILE - a file ("file" is defined below) which contains the 
header records that are associated with a group o f maps.



m a p n a m e  - one of the items ol identifying information that is
associated with a map. This is a completely aroitrary string 
of characters that is specified by the user. Since this 
string is stored in the header record associated with a map, 
it has a maximum allowable length.

MAP SPECIFICATION - the mechanism by which the data base allows 
a unique man to be specified and referenced by prograins and 
users. The map specification might consist of a single 
strino value such as a manname value, or it might consist of 
the combination of several values of the samp or different 
types.

MAP CATEGORY - one of the items of information in a mao header.
This is a completely arbitrary string of characters (wjth some 
maximum length) that Is specified by the user. Unlike the 
mapname, this item is not a component of the map soecification,

FILE - a bunch of nits that are stored on the computer's nisx and 
which are considered to be a single thing by t.ne operating 
system,

DIRECTORY FILE - a special file which contains identifying 
information for a group of files.

FILENAME. - one of the items of identifying information that the 
operating system usually associates with a file. This is 
usually an arbitrary strinq of characters that is specified 
by the user, Tt usually lias a maximum allowable length,

FILE SPECIFICATION” the mechanism by which the operating system 
allows a file to be uniquely specified and referenced by 
programs and users. Different operating systems have different 
conventions for what a file specification consists of. For 
example, on the DEC-10 a file specification consists of a 
specification of the disk structure and user area which 
contain the file plus a six character filename string value 
plus a three character string value called an extension.
A file specification on the PDP-11 is similar except that 
the filename string may have nine characters and there is 
the addition of an integer value called the version.

f u n c t i o n  or OPERATION - one of the things that the data processing 
system does,

FUNCTION n a m e  or OPERATION n a m e  - a string of characters that is 
used to identify a function or operation,

PROGRAM or TASK - the stuff which the operating system 
considers to be a single executable thing.
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p r O(;k a h  n a m e  or t a s k  s a m e  - a strina .of characters tnat is 
used to identify a function or an/i. operation.

4. THE USER'S VIEV-OF-'TH 1 KGS

"A map by any other name is still a map, 
... or is it?"

4,1, DEFINITION OF "MAP"

DISCUSSION

It seems pretty clear that a pood definition of the term "map" is 
that it is a set of identifyinq information toqether with the gridded 
data which is being identified. Of course the real question is how the 
header record is defined and how much data is defined to be associated 
with each header record,

one choice would be to have a different set of header information 
associated with each two dimensional data array, Thus* each different 
frequency channel of a single spectral line observation would be 
considered to be a different map. This would be convenient in that there 
is some header information such as location of the maximum value in the 
X-Y plane which is unique to each different frequency channel. However, 
if we do a transpose of a set of spectral line channels we get a set of 
two dimensional data arrays where the two dimensions are X (Or Y) and 
frequency channel. Thus, we would end up with the-number of maps, and 
hence header records, being the number of cells in the y (Or X) 
direction. Thus, we can no longer have each header record holding 
information for one of the frequency channels, Another problem with this 
definition would occur when the user asks for a. summary list of all the 
maps that he nas. It is doubtful that he would want a separate item 
listed for every different frequency channel, (Of course he may at some 
time want a listing of the information specific to each frequency 
channel, but that is another function,) Listing each frequency channel 
separately would be especially obnoxious if we are having the user select 
the data to be processed by pointing to the desired item in a summary 
listing. It seems clear that the different frequency channels snould be 
considered to be all part of the same single map,

A second way we might define things would be to group the beam and 
the different stokes parameter X-Y data arrays together and call that a 
single map. These things can be produced together in the map making 
operation, and this would ensure that they stay tightly associated. 
However, would this mean that we always have to eat up disk soace for all 
these things even if the user didn't want or need them all? The 
bookkeeping would be more complicated if we grouped all these things 
toaether but yet allowed some to not be present in some cases. Also, 
what about the spectral line case? d o we really want a map to he a four
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nsional data array?

The other alternative of course Is to say that the beam is one 
"map," the I Stokes parameter is another "map," etc. This makes it 
easier to qlve the user control over things lltce the existence or 
non-existence of the different items and their sizes. However, it makes 
them less tightly coupled so there is danqer that you will end up doing 
things like cleaning an Intensity map with the wrong beam,

At first it may seem that there is little distinction between the 
concept of a "map" and a "file," However, it is very important to 
understand.the distinction, a file is the tool that the operating system 
provides for storing and accessing data on the disk, A map is a logical 
set of data which should be defined according to the needs of the user. 
There is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between mans and 
files. For example, the implementation may be such that many maos are 
stored in a sinale file. Or, there may be only one map stored in one 
file. Or, the storage for one map may occupy more than one file. The 
Physical storage of maps Is discussed ip another section,

DECISION

It seems quite clear to me that the different frequency channels of 
a spectral line observation should be considered to be all part of one 
map, I would prefer to define the beam and the different stokes 
Diam eters to be different maps, I like the flexibility that this gives, 
^ ^ K r  means can be used to associate the corresponding intensity map and

4.2, PERMITTED SIZES Of DIFFERENT MAPS

DISCUSSION

There are several restrictions that miaht be placed on the sizes of 
maps in the x and y directions. Making these restrictions would simplify 
the implementation of the system, but relaxing the restrictions would 
make a more flexible system,

DECISION

Eliminating the restrictions really Isn't very hard to do if you 
build it into the system from the start, 1 think the flexibility is well 
worth the effort. Specifically:

Maps do not have to be square,
NX and NY do not have to be powers of 2,
NX and NY do not have to be even numbers.

The maximum size of map that will be allowed is a different question. 
That depends upon how you access the data, which is discussed in another 
section. Also, there may be a maximum permitted value of NX*MY*MCHAN if 
the different spectral line channels are stored in the same file. This
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is also discussed in another section.

4.3. PERMITTED SIZES OF DIFFERENT CHANNEL MAPS WITHIN A SPECTRAL LINE

DISCUSSION

we can consider allowing the different frequency channels to cover 
different areas of the sky and/or have different numbers of cells or 
different shapes. Allowing this could significantly reduce the amount of 
disk storage that is needed. However, implementing this capability would 
of course take more work, I haven't thought about, it enough to know how 
much harder it would be, but 1 have a gut feeling that it would be guite 
a bit harder to implement. Also, the user interface would be harder.
For example, how would the user specify the sizes and/or locations of 
each of the different frequency channels?

I'm for taking the lazy wav out on this by saying that all the 
different channels must be the same size and cover the same area of the 
sky. The complexity of implementing anything else sounds like a mess. 
Besides, it seems that you usually wouldn't save more than half the disk 
storage,

of course the resolution depends upon the observing frequency, is 
this effect important for the difference in frequency that occurs over 
the different, frequency channels of a spectral line'observation? Can we 
safely assume that this Is all compensated for before the maps get 
anywhere near our map data base? This probably needs more thought.

It has been suggested that we could now put appropriate information 
in the maP header to allow for the necessary bookkeeping, The plan would 
be to implement simple data access routines now which assume that all 
channels are the same size and cover the same area of the sky. Then, at 
some later time we could do the extra work of implementing the more 
general access routines to allow saving disk space, t haven't thought 
about it enough to be sure, but it seemg that the user would need to know
how things are being done. Thus, if you can't hide this design decision 
from the user, then you probably can't hide it from the application 
programs. Changing to the more general scheme later would not be a 
simple matter of changing the low-level data access routines. However, 
perhaps some very clever designing could make this work.

MAP

DECISION

4.4. MAP SPECIFICATION

DISCUSSION

At any given time there will be many maps stored in the data base

V
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ion that accesses map data mus-t thus be able to figure out 
map or maos are to be operated upon. This amounts to takinq one or 

'o^rvalues that are the components of the maD specification and finding 
the header record (and thus the map data) which corresponds to the given 
specification. There are endless possibilities tor defining the 
components of the map specification and how they are used to find the 
desired header record. The basic idea though is that we browse through 
the header records until we find one that has values in certain fields 
that are a satisfactory match with the values in the components of the 
nap specification. Note that in this section we are only talking about 
the question of what values are used as components of the map 
specification. Given that we have decided upon a set of values, there 
are a variety of ways that the user can specify these values when he is 
using the system. The actual way that the user enters values tor these 
components will be discussed in the next section.

For the sake of discussion, 7 will assume that one of the Items of 
information that is stored in a map header is a string of characters 
called a mapname. This is an arbitrary strina (of some maximum length) 
'hose value can be specified by the user when the map is created or put 
into the data base. Note that there may seem to be little distinction 
>etween a mapname and a filename or between a map specification and a 
tile specification, However, it is important to understand that these 
things may not be directly related. Filenames and file specifications 
are the tools provided by the operating system for selecting globs of 
iata on the disk., Mapnames and map specifications should be defined 
ic^^ling to the needs of the user. The restrictions on filenames and 
i ij^^Bspecif ications may or may not allow them to correspond exactly to 
I’a^^ames and map specifications. This is discussed further in another 
section,

There are currently four components of a map specification on the 
■>EC-10, The first is a mapname string value which is limited to six 
characters. This is a more or less arbitrary string of characters ot the 
iser's crioosjng. The second component of the map specification js an 
Indication of the type of the map. This must be either map or beam; no 
ether values are permitted. The third component is an indication of the 
itokes parameter. This must be either I, 0/ U or v. The fourth 
component is the band specification. This must be either 20cm, 6cm, 2cm, 
or 1.3cm, A map is uniquely specified bv the combination of these four 
salues,. Thus* there may be more than one map associated with a given 
'alue of any one of these components, (Actually, there is another 
component, the user area, but we w i n  ignore that for now.) Typically, a 
iser will have several mans with the same mapname, e.g., *,MGC40H, Eacn 
iifferent map may have a different Stokes specification. This is 
convenient because it helps to group together the different Stokes 
parameter maps for a given observation. Similarly/ the scheme can be 
¡sed to group together observations of the same source taken at different 
>ands, However, since there is no distinction between a dirty map and a 
clean map, there is no way to associate a clean map with the dirty map 
:rom whence it came. The two are required to have different mapnames.



Of course a user may adopt his own private namlno convention to help him 
remember which clean map corresponds to wnich dirty man. Another problem 
with this scheme is that it cannot nicely handle other kinds of data such 
as spectral index maps or polarization maps. The only way it will nandle 
these is to enter them into the system with phony band and/or Stokes 
parameter specifications which don't really apply to the maps.

On the IMPS system a somewhat different scheme is used. There is 
only one component of the map specification: a 12”character mapname. By 
definition» only one map may have a given mapname value in its heaaer, 
(Actually» the user area .is another component of the unique map 
specification as with the DEC-10 scheme, but we will again ignore this 
for now.) The user can aet a display of some of tne other items of 
information in the map headers such as band and stokes parameter# but 
these values do not participate in the map specification process. It is 
entirely up to the user to keep track of any needed associations between 
different maps. Of course the display of. some of the header values in 
addition to the mapname helps him to remember what's what.

• Another scheme that has been suggested is to have a map be uniquely 
specified by a number. This number would be chosen by the user when the 
map is produced or entered into the data base. if this number is treated 
as a string of characters# then this Is really lust the same as the IMPS 
scheme with the mapname composed of characters which just happen to be 
digits. If the number is treated as an actual integer value# then it is 
more like a sequence number. This subject is discussed in another 
section.

Yet another scheme that has been proposed would have a map be 
uniquely specified by a number which is aenerated by the computer* one 
variation of this would have the number be a unique more or less random 
number that is generated when an output map is created. This would be 
unsatisfactory because a later step in a sequence of batch operations 
would not be able to refer to a map produced earlier in the baton 
sequence. Another variation of this scheme would have the number be the 
order of the map in a summary listing of the available maps, in tnis 
case# the specification number would not "stick” to a map. This would 
also cause problems with batch runs# especially if the user is adding or 
deleting maps interactively while the batch run is in progress.

Yet another scheme that has been suggested is to use a set of data 
selection parameters jn much the same way that the DEC-lw programs 
currently allow selection of visibility data. This amounts to using a 
relatively large number of values from the map header as components of 
the map specification, e.g,# source name# date, time, band, Stokes# etc. 
In some ways# this might be convenient for the user because he could do 
the specification in a variety of ways and he would usually have to 
specify values for a relatively small set of components. For example, if 
he had only one map that was made on a certain date, he could select it 
by just specifying the date, (The other selection parameters would have 
default values which meant they would match any value in the header
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^^fcord.) However, an iirortant. difference between this scneme ana the 
^ ^ H e r s  that have been discussed is that the aeneral selection criteria 
T^ild not necessarily give a unique specification. For example, if only 
the source name were specified, the system would select the "first" map 
with that source name if there were more than one.

Yet another scheme that has been suggested is to use two more or 
less arbitrary strings to uniquely identify a map* The first string is a 
mapname which is used as described in the other scnemes. The second 
string is an attempt to indicate the state of processing of the data. It 
is proposed that for output maps this second string will be invented by 
the processing operation if it has not been specified by the user. This 
invented string would typically be the name of the operation,, (To make 
any sense at all, this would have to be the name of the processing 
operation or function. The name of the task or program would not due 
since a sinaie task may carry out many different operations if they are 
implemented as overlays. Or, there may in some cases be an exact 
one-to-one relationship between operations and tasks, Or, in the other 
extreme, there may be an operation which is implemented as more than one 
task.) We would need to decide what should be done if the operation 
invents a string which doesn't result in a unique specification for the 
output map, (This problem probably isn't unique to this scheme,) In any 
event, since processing operations may be done in many different orders 
and since the user could invent M s  own value for the second string, a 
processing operation could probably rarely pick a useful default value 
for this second string for input maps. Thus, the user would probably 
k o s t  always have to explicitly specify both strings for input maps.

Another somewhat separate questionis whether or not the user area 
should be a component of the mao specification. If it isn't, then all ot 
the maps belong to all of the users. If it is, then each user has his 
own set of maos which are completely separate from each other user's 
maps, we could then provide some protection so that a user can't easily 
delete somebody else's maps,

is it possible to make sense out of all this? Perhaps not, but I 
will try, I think we need to consider what the desired goals of a map 
specification convention are. Perhaps much of the difference among the 
suggested conventions arises because different people want the 
specification convention to do different things. It seems to me that the 
following are the desired goals of the specification convention. These 
are listed in approximate order of importance, with tne most Important 
listed first,

1, It must be useable in both an interactive and a batch 
environment,

2, It should help the user avoid making erroneous map 
selections,

3, Its use should be convenient for the user.
4, Perhaps it should aid the user in keeping track of how 

different maps are related to each other,
5, Perhaps it should aid the processing operations in keeping



track of how different, maps are related to each other.
It is certainly true that various different maps are often related 

to each other in a variety of ways, Should the system really keep track 
of these various relationships? Or, should the system just attempt to 
help the user keep track of these relationships? Or# should it be 
entirely up to the user to keep track of these things? This would 
certainly simplify the implementation of the system. However# I think it 
would be highly desirable for the system to do as much bookkeeping for 
the user as we can fiaure out how to do't Also, I think the system should 
try to help the user with any needed bookkeeping which is not handled 
automatically by the system. However, I t  may be tnat the map 
specification convention is not the best way to do this. Does anyone 
have any good ideas?

DECISION

The computer generated number schemes should be rejected because 
they would not work very well In a batch environment.

The user specified number scheme should be rejected because it would 
be error-prone and because it provides very little help in keeping track 
of the relationships amongst different maps* Surely It would be better 
to have the map specification be an arbitrary user-specitied mapname 
string,

The non-unique identification property of the general selection 
parameters scheme sounds likely to Confuse the user, I think it would be 
error-prone if the selection parameters reauired to specify a given map 
vary depending upon which maps are in the data base at a given time. We 
might consider defining some relatively large set of parameters that 
would uniquely identify a map and then requiring tnat the user always 
provide values tor these items. However, the user would prooably find it 
very obnoxious to have to specify a large set of values for a map 
specification, I would think that five parameters would be too many to 
be required.

The i m p s  scheme of having a single mapname uniquely identify a map 
has the disadvantage of making the user think up a unique name for each 
map, even for two maps which are obviously closely related such as a map 
and the corresponding beam.

The mul t,i”Component scheme that is currently used on the DEC“ !® 
seems to me t.o have the potential for working well. Of course the DEC-1« 
scheme in its current form is obviously inadequate. I would sugqest that 
there be three components to the map specification:

1, mapname
2, data type
3, map type

The maoname would be an arbitrary string that can be specified py 
the user. The six character maoname in the current DEC-1« system is too
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rt. we need enough characters to allow -the user to use the mapname 
so^e of his own private bookkeeping without having things be too 

yptic. (Of course if the user wants to be cryptic, ne is free to make 
his names as short as he wants. He can even use mapnames that are 
strings of numbers it that turns him on.) The mapname should not be too 
lonq because we must leave enough character positions tor a full mapname 
in the summary line that is generated when we list the available maos. 
There's just so many characters that can be displayed on a single line, 
so the more we use up with the mapname, the fewer that will be left tor 
additional useful information. IMPS uses a twelve character mapname, 
which seems to be about the right length, but perhaps a few more or a few 
less would be better.

The data type would be an expansion of the map/beam specification 
that is used on the DEC-10. IMPS currently keeps track of this 
Information even thounh it isn't, a component of the map specification. 
The values that this item may have in the current. IMPS definition are:

l=map (further defined by MAPTYP),
2=beam (further defined by MAPTYP),
3=model (further defined by 

MAPTYP & MODTYP),
4=ciean r e s i d u a l  ( f u r t h e r  

def i ned by MAPTYP & MODTYP)
5=CoVER map - this indicates the uv 

coverage. The meaning of this 
depends upon the value of WTTYPE in 
the Mapping Parameters Section, if 
WTTYPE=1 (natural weighting) then 
each value in this COVER map gives 
the number of visibility measurements 
in that cell of the UV plane. If 
WTTYPE=2 (uniform weighting) then 
each value is either 1 or 0 
indicating whether or not the UV 
cell has any visibility measurement,

6=Am.PLITUDE map - each value in this 
map gives the amplitude of the 
visibility function for a cell in 
the uv plane, (Note that the WTTYPE 
value specifies the type of weighting 
used in calculating this amplitude 
value,)

7=Pm a s e  map - each cell gives the phase 
of the visibility function. This 
is analogous to the AMPLITUDE map.

8=Gr i d file » this contains basically 
the same information as the 
corresponding AMPLITUDE and PHASE 
maps. However, the GRID file 
contains the real and imaginary 
values in a special format. For



example, If the size of an AMPLITUDE 
map is NxN, then the corresponding 
G r i d file size will be (2N)x (N/2),
Each row is 2N long because it 
contains N pairs of numbers which 
are the real and imaginary parts 
of the complex visibility. The real 
Part is the first number in the 
Pair, The GRID file contains N/2 
lines because it is only necessary 
to store half of the UV plane. One 
additional thing about the data 
format is that within each line, tne 
left and right halves of the line 
are swapped, i,e., the (N/2)'th pair 
is stored at the beainninq of the 
line,

9=Gr ID w e i g h t  file - this is similar 
in format to the GRID file. The 
values in this file cjive the 
weighting that applies to the UV 
data in the corresponding GRID file.
These weighting values are a 
combination of the weight values 
from the visibility data records, 
the type of weighting used in- 
calculating the map (natural or 
uniform), and the type of taper 
used in calculating the map.
The imaginary parts of these values 
are all zeros,

10=contour map 1-bit overlay 
ll=crid line or tic mark 1-bit 

overlay
12=phase closure data

Note that the third value specifies that the data is a model rather than 
a map. The intention here was to consider a cleaned map to be a model 
that hopefully closely approximates the real source, I have no doubt 
that this list of legal data type values could be improved upon, For 
example, the IMPS header has another item which specifies which type of 
model we have. Perhaps it would be better to just list the various 
different model types as different data type values* Another improvement 
would be the Inclusion of a defined value which means that the data is of 
some weird type which is not any of the other defined values.

The map type component of the mao soecification would be an 
expansion of the Stokes parameter specification that is currently used on 
the DEC-10, i m p s currently keeps track of this information even thougn 
it isn't a component of the maP specification. The values that this item 
may have in the current i m p s  definition are:

1 = 1
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5=FQRMALI 
b =A channel only 
7=B channel only 
8=C channel only 
9=0 channel only 
10 = P, i.e.» sqrt(0*Q + U*U) 
ll=m» i.e,» P/I (this Is sometimes 

called p)
12=psi, i.e.» 0.5*arctan(U/Q)

(this is sometimes called chi)
13=soectral index» i.e.»

loa(I1/I2) / loo(Nu2/Nu1)
14=some arithmetic function of 

one or more other maps
I have no doubt that this list of legal map type values could also be 
imoroved upon. For example» there should probably be a value whicn means 
that the map type is of some weird type ’which is not any of the otner 
defined values. Also, oerhaps there should be a value which explicitly 
identifies the map as being an optical image.

We might consider adding the band designation as a fourth component 
of the map specification. This would help in grouping the spectral index 
map with the different bands from whence it came. However» adding a 
ikurth component might make the scheme too cumbersome to be worth the 
J f o r t ,

I don't particularily favor having a second arbitrary string as a 
component of the map specification, it is certainly useful for the user 
to be able to know the name of the operation which produced each map in 
the data base. Perhaps this should be one of the items of information 
which is included in the one-line summary of the map header information 
that is displayed when the user is to point to the map that he wants. 
Perhaps it would be useful for this field to be long enough (or for the 
operation names to be short enough) so that the names of the last two or 
three operations could be indicated. However, I'm not convinced that it 
is really useful for this item to be component of the map 
specification. But if that's what would make the users happy» so be it,

I think that the user area should also be a component of the map 
specification, Each user should have his own set of maps which is 
completely separate from all the other users' maps.

4.5, HOW THE USER SUPPLIES A HAP SPECIFICATION

DISCUSSION

in the current DpC-10 system, the four components of the map



specification are entered by havlno the user type lour separate contends: 
tfAPNAMF, STOKES* BAND, and TYPEMAP. This is consistant with the rest of 
the standard DEC-11 proqrams since it follows the convention that one 
command is used to specify each parameter value. (Well* actually* the 
MAPNAME command can also specify the user area, which is really a fiftn 
component of the map specification.)

Another way that this could be done would be to have a sinale 
command which allows the user to type in a string of characters which 
specifies ail the components of the nun» specification, we could define 
some syntax for the form of such a string, for example, we might say 
that the different component values are separated by periods, Tnus* the 
following single command:

MAPSpEC MGC40,I •6c m ,BEAM
would specify the same information as the following four commands 
in the current DEC»10 system:

MAPNAME NGC40 
STOKES X
BAND hem
TYPEMAP BEAM

we could of course define some other syntax. For example, we could 
say that the last three items are to be specified by typing three 
character codes after a period. Thus* we might have the command:

■MAPSpEC NGC40,BI6

Of course this looks suspiciously like a DEC-10 file specification rather 
than a DEC-10 map specification. But in fact this is how a man 
specification is entered some of the time on the DF.C-tF, e.g,* when a map 
is to be deleted or copied. This mixing of conventions for how a map 
specification is entered probably leads to some user confusion. (At 
least it has certainly led some people to think that a map specification 
is exactly the same as a file specification* which does not necessarily 
have to be true.)

If we adopt the convention that each component, of a map 
specification is entered by typing a separate command, then for a given 
operation the number of commands involved in map specification will be 
the number of maps to be specified times the number of components per map 
specification. This might require an undesirably large number of 
commands. On the other hand, if we have the various components of of a 
map specification all entered by a single command* then tne number of 
commands involved in man specification is just the number of maps to be 
specified,

If several components of the map specification are to be entered by 
typing a single command, then several questions are raised. Must the



ser alwavs specify a)l the components' f0r example, if the user nas 
niy 6cm maps in his area, must he still always explicitly specify hem? 
If he is permitted to omit the 6cm, does he type

or will

NGC40. I,.BEAM

NGC40.1,BEAM

do the job? Another question is whether or not the items must always be 
specified in the same order. Is

NGC40,BEAM,6cm.1

just as good as

NGC40,1,6cm. BEAM ?

Whenever the user is typing strings of characters to specify values 
which really aren't string values» there is the question of what he is 
required to type. Perhaps it would be desirable to allow the user to 
type only enough characters to uniquely specify the name of the desired 
value rather than requiring him to always spell out the name in full.
For example, is

NGC40,1,6,B

just as good as

NGC40,1.6cm,BEAM ?

Also» ape the names of these values defined to be just upper case 
characters, or may the user type in any mix of upper and lower case 
characters?

Rather than having the system just sit there waiting for the user to 
type one or more commands to enter a map specification, the system could 
ask questions and wait for the user to answer the questions. However» 
for text interaction» this is contrary to the basic philosophy that seems 
to be generally agreed upon, (At least we agree on something,) However» 
it has been suggested that for map spec!fIcation it might be desirable to 
show the user a list of available maps and allow him to somehow Indicate 
which one is desired. Of course this wouldn't work too well in a batch 
environment, but it might be useful when the user is running the system 
interactively. This technique also would not viork very well if tne list 
of available maps Is very long. Allowing the user to divide his maps up 
into various categories would help to keep this list short enough, (This 
subject is discussed in another section.) If the system has a graphics 
terminal, then the user can indicate the desired map by "pointing" to it 
in the generated list, This is the way IMPS works. If the system only
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has a text terminal, then the items in the list might be numbered ann the 
user could indicate which map is desired by typing in its number,

IhPS actually uses a mix of techniaues for allowing the user to 
enter map specifications. In addition to pointing to the desired map in 
a list# the user may interrupt the list generation bv typino a Key on the 
Keyboard, He then has the opportunity to type a string o f characters 
which gives the map specification. Currently this is lust the twelve 
character mapname. For output maps the desired map can't be pointed to 
because it doesn't exist, yet. Thus# t.he user is just, astced to type in 
the desired mapname for the output map.

If «e are usina a multi-component maP specification and it is being 
used to allow the computer to keep track of some of the relationships 
among maps# then we need to consider the question of automatic computer 
generation of default values for components that are not specified by the
user. One way that we could handle this would be to say that, any
cfomponent that is not specified by the user has a certain default value 
and that thls value i s always the same. For example, assume that the 
components Of a map specification are mapname, data type and map type as 
described in the previous section, We might make the definition tnat tne 
default map tYPe is I in all situations. This would certainly pe easy to
explain to the user and easy for him to remember. However, there may be
an advantage to having the default value vary to suit the situation. For 
example, consider the operation which produces a polarization map (map
type = P), There are two input maps and one output map. For text
oriented interaction with the user# the user might need to specify only a 
single mapname and a single data type. The desired mapnames for all 
three maps would be assumed to be the same as the given mapname, 
Similarily# the data types for all three maps would be assumed to be the 
given data type. The map types would default to 0 and U for the two
input maps and it would default to P for the output map, Thus# instead
of specifying nine items of information (three components for each of 
three map specifications), the user would only need to specify two items 
of information. Of course the user should be able to specify all nine 
items of information if he really wants to. We probably should allow the 
user to request that this calculation (p = sqrt(o*G + u#U)) be carried 
out for two input i maps instead of an input Q map and U map. However# 
should we still assume that the defauit_output map type is P? or should 
we default t0 "some other weird thind" in this case? if the user 
explicitly specifies the output map type, should we allow him to specify 
any of the defined map type values? Note that if we allow these sorts of 
things to be components of the map soecifiction and if we allow the user 
to supply values for these thinqs which override the default, computer 
generated values# then we are really allowing the user to have control 
over more than just the identification of maps for purposes of selecting 
which map is to be processed, we are also giving him control over some 
of the header information which determines how some of tne processina 
operations interpret the data,

If the user area is to be a component of the map specification# how



|khould this value be entered by the user? On the DFC-10 the user area 
w n  ontionally be specified by the MAPNAME command by enclosina the 
desired pro1 ect-Drogrammer number within square brackets after the six 
character mapname value. In IMPS, the u s e r l s  asked to type in his us^r 
number (which is the same as his DEC-10 programmer number) when he starts 
up the system. IMPS contains a function which allows the user to change 
the user area to which he is "connected," When he is connected to some 
other user's area, he may look at the mans, but he is not permitted to 
produce any new output maps or to delete any maps. Thus, this scheme 
does not alio« the user to do such things as produce a spectral index map 
from a 6cm map in his own area and a 20cm map in some other area.

Another question concerning how the user enters a map specification 
invoives the use of "wild-card" specifications. Many of the data 
selection commands in the DEC-10 pre-synt,lesis programs allow tr«e 
specification of an asterisk (*) as the data selection value. This value 
is defined to mean "ail," For example, the command

SOURCES *

means that all sources are to be selected. Should such a convention be 
permitted for map specifications? The answer to this question really 
involves more than just the map specification. It also involves 
questions of how the user controls the invocation of processing 
operations and how we code the implementation of these processing 
operations, For example, consider the clean operation wnich requires tne 
Specification of the input map to be cleaned, if a map specification has 
Bie three components described above, mapname, data type and map type, we 
¡night allow one or more of these values to be *, meaning "all," Thus, if 
mapname -  *, data type - map, and map type = I, then we are specifyina 
that ALL of the dirty I maps are to be cleaned, This mignt involve 
several separate executions of the clean operation, each operating on a 
different input map. This would mean that the clean operation would have 
to be coded 50 that it understands that a * specification for one or more 
of the components of a map specification means that it is to do some 
internal looping, (1 vaguely recall that this sort of internal looping 
was a design feature of CANDID.)

If we do not allow the "wild-card" value in a map specification, 
then each operation just needs to be coded so that it does its job on one 
input map or one set of input maps if multiple inputs are needed for eacn 
execution. However, in this case the user might still be able to easily 
ask the system to clean all dirty I maps. For example, in the post 
processing system, he might be able to define a POPS verb which contains 
a loop wherein each time around the loop we call the "clean a single map" 
function with a different map specification. The use of sequence numbers 
might help with constructing these loops end with selecting a different 
map each time through the loop. Sequence numbers are discussed in 
another section. It is not clear whether or not such a capability could 
be added to IMPS,



As an alternative to the "wile-card" specification mean.ino "all" ve 
might consided a value which means "any one," This would select just one 
map, but the selection mioht not be unioue.

DECISION

The technique of displayina a summary list of maps and allowing the 
user to point to the desired one has worked reasonably well in i m p s , 1 
think its use should be retained in Im p s ,

For the situation where the user is entering a map specification by 
typino on a keyboard» I think that the user should be allowed to omit 
enterinq values for some of the components ot the map specification, in 
this case, the system will pick default values for unspecified components 
that are appropriate to the particular situation.

The user should always be allowed to enter values for all the 
components of the map specification, even if tne values for output maps 
are not what the system would consider sensible, This allows the user to 
get himself into a mess, but 1 don't think this is a big problem since it 
should be easier for t,he user to let the system generate these values 
"properly," and thus most users w i n  do that,

The scheme of entering the user area specification when the system 
is started Up or when a special function is invoked limits flexibility, 
but seems adequate to me. However, I'm not opposed to allowing entering 
a user area for each map specification if the users think they really 
need it,

1 don't think that a "wild-card" "all" or "any one" concept, should 
be used, a possible exception to this rule might be the case of a 
program which gives a summary list of maps. Perhaps it would be useful 
to ask for a list of all I maps, or a list of all maps with a given 
mapname. it might algo be nice to allow wild-card characters within sucn 
a mapname specification,

1 am somewhat undecided on the question of whether there should be 
one command to specify a n  the components of a map specification or one 
command per component. However, 1 think 1 would favor one command for 
all the components. This would help keep the number of commands down and 
would probably be less confusing for the user in cases where more than 
one map specification needs to be made. Also, it could work in IMPS much 
the same way things are done now. It would certainly be nice if the user 
only had to tYPe as many characters as necessary to uniquely identify the 
names of the component values. Also, it would be nice it the components 
could be specified in any order. Perhaps we could define the syntax so 
that any separator such as space, comma, tab, or period could be used 
between values. Perhaps it would make sense to require that the mapname 
is entered first, with the others supplied in any order,



^  4.6. USE nr sequence numbers
^DISCUSSION

There may be situations where the map specification scheme described 
above becomes very cumbersome. For example, consider the case where the 
user has made snapshot observations of fifty different locations on the 
s k y just to see if anything is there. jf he just wants to turn the 
D1COMFU) loose on making fifty pictures, it would be pretty obnoxious to 
have to type in fifty sequences of commands to initiate the DICOMED 
output function for fifty different maps. Perhaps it would be nice to bp 
able to somehow number the various maps with sequence numbers and tnen 
tell the system to do something with the maps which have sequence numbers 
1 throuah 50, or 10 through 20, or whatever, without havina to aive the 
explicit map specifications for each of these maps.

It's not at all clear how this would fit in with the map 
specification scheme. Perhaps each maD could be assloned a sequence 
number* either automatically by the system op explicitly by the user. 
Then* we could consider the seouence number value (an integer value) to 
be an alternate way to uniquely specify a map.

Perhaps the same effect could be had without complicating the map 
specification convention. For example, we could teach p o p s  to deal with 
an array whose values are map specifications rather than just simple 
numbers. If we had a convenient way to fill in the values of this array, 

could then just pick map specifications out of the array within a POPS 
P .

num

DECISION

I'm not at a n  sure how necessary this feature is. And* if it is 
necessary, I'm not sure how it could best be implemented. Here's a place 
where somebody could make a real improvement to tne i m p s  data structure 
definition.

4,7, MAP CATEGORY

DISCUSSION

In the IMPS system, one of the items of information in tne map 
header is a twelve character string called the map category. This is an 
arbitrary string which can be set or changed by the user at any time. 
Although this value Is not a component of the map specifIcation, it does 
aid the user in entering the desired map specification, While the user 
is running the system, he may set a twelve character string value called 
the current map selection category (perhaps a poor choice of terms). 
Then, whenever the system needs a map snecification from the user, it 
generates a list which contains only those maps whose map category 
matches the current selection category, (Currently* the list also



Includes maos which have their map categprv set to the null strino.) li 
the current nap selection category is set to the null strinn then all trie 
maps will be listed, It the user interrupts the generation of the list 
by typing a key on the keyboard, he is given the opportunity of. typing in 
the maoname of the desired map rather than pointing to an item in the 
list. In this case the map with the specified mapname is selected even 
if its map category does not match the current map selection category,

DECISION

In systems where the user enters a map specification by pointing to 
an item in a list of available maps, it is very useful for the user to be 
able to restrict the list generation to those maps of current interest. 
The user would find it very obnoxious to have to wait for the system to 
generate several pages of listing before getting to the desired map.

Thus» I think that the use of a map category should be part of the 
data base design. However» a map's category value should not be a 
component of tne map specification.

4.8, SPECIFICATION OF THE SUBSECTION OF A MAP TO BE PROCESSED

DISCUSSION

In some cases an operation is to use only part of the data in a map 
rather than the entire map data array. For example, you must specify 
which frequency channel of a spectral line map is to be loaded .into the 
image display system, in some cases it will be necessary to specify 
subsections of the data in each of the three dimensions,

one way that this could be handled would be to have a "data to be 
processed specification" rather than a "map specification," This would 
involve adding some sort of three dimensional bounds specification to the 
map specification that has been described above. However, as with 
allowing "wild-card" components in the map specification, allowing a 
subsection specification as a part of the map specification would effect 
the way we code the implementation of operations. (I have a vague 
recollection that that is one feature that was in the CANDID design.)

Another way to handle subsection specification would be to consider 
it to be part of the parameters to a processing operation. That is, 
instead of having a map specification together with a subsection 
specification be a single complex parameter to an operation, we would 
break it up into several simpler parameters. Thus, those operations 
which process an entire map would just have a map specification as a 
parameter. Those operations which process a subsection of a map would 
have some additional parameters which specify the desired subsection.

DECISION
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I thin^ that the subsection s p e d  f] cation snoulri definitely be 
nsidered to he part of. the parameters to an operation rather than part 

f the map S d o c  i f icat i on. This simplifies the codiriq of the operations 
which operate on entire maps. However» it^also cl lows you to implement 
operations which have complex subsection requirements. You just end up 
with as many parameters as are needed to specify the desired complexity.
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5, MOOKKF.FPING I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  - R F A D E P  RECOIL'S

5.1. L O C A T I O N  OF T H E  H E A D E R  pF.CORDS - C A T A L O G  F I L E S  

DISCUSSION

Now we finally beain c o n s i d e r i n g  how to actually implement the map 
data base. The basic p r o b l e m  is that wp have to st.ore ano r e t r i e v e  
multiple maps» w h e r e  a mao is a two or t h r e e  dimensional data array 
together with a set of h e a d e r  information.

First we note that the basic tools that we have available for 
implementing the map data base consist of the disk files and their 
associated file specification conventions and access mechanisms. These 
tools are provided by the operating system. (This of course assumes that 
we all agree that we should use the operating system that is available 
for the computer.) The basic tools provided by the operating system may 
or may not be modified by the Fortran compiler and run-time system. This 
modification may result, in either extensions to or restrictions on the 
basic capabilities provided by the operating system.

One way to implement the map data base would be to have each map 
stored in a separate disk file. This is the way things are currently 
done on the DEC*!®. The header record is stored in the beginning of the 
file. This is followed by the actual map data. This approach offers the 
advantage that each map is nicely self-contained in exactly one disk 
file. Thus# the standard file manipulation utility programs in the 
system can be directly used for some map manipulation operations# e.g., 
copying maps or deletinq maps,

in the d EC*!® map data base# there is a very close relationship 
between map specif icat ions and file specif icationi* Tr,e user area of the 
map specification corresponds exactly to the l!FD (user file directory) in 
which files ate contained. The mapname corresponds exactly to the 
filename. The Stokes, band# and typemap components of the map 
specification are encoded as character codes in the file extension 
component of the file specification. This offers the advantage that tne 
standard system utility program which lists a summary of available files 
can also be used for listinq a summary of available maps. Of course 
since the Stokes# band and typemap values of a map are encoded in tne 
three character file extension, we end u p with a somewhat cryptic 
listing,

A disadvantage of this scheme is that the mapname is limited to e 
length of six characters since the operating system limits a tliename to 
six characters, Another disadvantage of this scheme occurs when we want 
to make a summary listing of the available maps which contains more 
information than that encoded in the filename and file extension. In 
this case we must implement a function which opens each file and reads in 
the header information. This could be a problem if we want to allow the 
user to enter a map specification by pointing to the desired item in a



Pner at ed list. The time needed to oper, and read a separate file for 
ch map cou]d make the list qeneration so slow that it would not be 
acceptable from the user's point of view.

Another basic disadvantage of this scheme is that it is so dependent 
upon the tools provided by a specific Operating system. Transporting the 
data base design to another computer with a different operating system 
might be difficult or impossible. For example, the RSXJ1-M operating 
system on the PDP-11 provides a file system which is very similar to tnat 
on the DFC-10, However# due to a restriction on project-programmer 
numbers (which are called group and member numbers on the PDP-11)# 
dividing the maps up into different user areas cannot be handled the same 
way on the PpP-tl,

Tne implementation approach currently used in the IMPS system is an 
attempt to provide more flexibility and to also provide a system which 
can be more easily transported to some other computer or operating 
system. In this implementation, tne data for each map is stored in a 
separate file. However, tne header records are not stored in the same 
file as the map data. Instead# all of the header records for all of the 
maps which helong to a single user are stored in a single file called a 
catalog file. The filename of this cataloq file is a string of 
characters which looks like the user number. The extension (which is 
called the file type in PDP-11 terminology) for this file is always 
” ,CAT". The filenames for the files which contain the map data are 
^niaue strings of characters which are generated by a subroutine. The 
■ ^ r  has no control over these file names» (In fact, the user nas no 
|P?ed to even know of their existence.) The extension for map data files 
is always m ,m P", (",m AP" is not used because that extension is used tor 
memory allocation listings that are output by the task builder.) One of 
the items of information contained in tpe header record (also called 
catalog record) is the filename of the file which contains the actual map 
data.

The IMPg scheme has the advantage that the map specification 
convention is totally separate from the file specification convention 
that is required by the operating system. Also, in order to produce a 
summary list of the available maps, it is only necessary to open and read 
one tile, i.e», the catalog file. This allows the summary to be 
generated much more quickly than would be the case if many different 
files had to be opened and read. Also, each user has a set of maps which 
are completely separate from the maps belonging to other users even 
though all the map files and all the catalog files are stored in the same 
UFD (user file directory) on the disk.

It has been suggested that we could store a copy of the header 
record in each map file in addition to the catalog file, An advantage to 
this would be that each map file would again be totally self-contained.
If we have a map file it would be possible to determine which map file it 
is. If the pointer from the record in the catalog tile got destroyed or 
if the entire catalog file got destroyed, then we would be able to
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recover. It has been snqqested that, having a duplicate of the catalog 
record in the map file would simplify debugging, If there are aspects ot 
this other than what was lust mentioned, 1 don't know what they are. It 
has also been suggested that It is simpler to lock files (restrict use of 
a file to one person at a time) if the header and man data are in the 
sane file. This subject is discussed in another section,

A disadvantage of duplicating the catalog record in the map file is 
that there would be a possibility tor the two copies ot the catalog 
record to get updated differently, or Perhaps the updating of one copy 
would get forgotten. Thus, any application program whicn updated the 
catalog record or which produced a new catalog record would have to be 
sure to update both conies properly. This might be a problem because 
there may be times when a catalog record exists in the catalog file, but 
the corresponding map file does not yet exist. It seems like tnere is 
really little need for the catalog record in the map file for recovery 
purposes. In a year and a half of running IMPS, there has not been a 
single case of a catalog file getting destroyed. If hardware or 
operating system software failure were to destroy a few files, it .would 
be much more likely that the map files themselves would oet destroyed 
since there would be at least ten times as many map files as catalog 
files. If a failure destroyed many files, then you probably would want 
to just wipe the disk clean and start over anyway.

It is interesting to note that there is a oreat deal of similarity 
between the file systems provided by many operating systems and tne map 
data base system that we are building on top of the file system. For 
example, on the d e c -10 there is a special file called a directory file 
which is analogous to our catalog file. Each user has his own directory 
file. Each record in a directory file contains identifying information 
for one of the user's data files. It also contains a pointer to tne 
actual data file which is used to access the data, when the user asks 
the system to dive him a summary list of files in his area, what actually 
happens is that a program reads the directory file and types out a 
summary of its contents. On the d e c -10 the header information for tne 
data files is split up between the directory file and the data files.
The records in the directory file actually contain only the filename and 
extension for the file. Other information, such as the date and time the 
file was written, is stored with the data file, when the user asks for a 
list of his files, he may ask for a "fast" listing which gives only the 
filenames ana extensions for the files. This is fast because it is only 
necessary to read the directory file. A full listing giving dates and 
times runs much slower because each individual file must be accessed.
Some people consider this splitting of the header information to be a 
design error in the DEC-10 file system.

DECISION

A catalog file Should be used because it allows us to define the map 
specification conventions according to the needs of the user rather than 
be^ restricted to the file specification convention that is required by 
1
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he o p e r a t i n g  syst e m .  E a c h  user a r e a  s h o u l d  he i m p l e m e n t e d  as a s e p a r a t e  
a t a l o q  tile. This h e l p s  K e e p  the size of the cat a 1oo files down to a 

r e a s o n a l b e  size. The c a t a l o a  r e c o r d  s h o u l d  not be d u p l i c a t e d  in the map 
dat a  file. To do so w o u l d  b u y  y o u ' v e r y  litt l e ,  but w o u l d  cost a fair 
a m o u n t  in e f f o r t  n e e d e d  in the i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  
a p p l i c a t i o n  f u n c t i o n s .

of a larde number
f, 

of

5,2. HANDLING VARIABLE LENGTH HEADER INFORMATION

DiSCUSSION
There are some items of header information which may be repeated a 

variable number of times for different maps, For examnle, each channel 
of a spectral line map has some header information associated with it, 
e,g., frequency of the channel. One way to handle this would be to just 
define a fixed size larde cataloa record and just fill in as many values 
as were needed in each particular case. However/ there mav be some items 
which may be repeated a larde number of times such as information about 
individual clean components. This approach would require a cataloa 
record that would be just too big. ... /'>,*

Another approach would be to define a variable length catalog 
record, Each record would have several parts-of variable length, in any 
specific catalog record/ each part would only be as larae as it needed to 
be in that case. However, this would mean that the bookkeeping would be 
¡complicated just to access the header information. This would especially 
pe true if we wanted to change the number of items in one of the variable, 
length parts, e,Q#, in the case where we wanted to ao back and do another 
hundred clean iterations on a map. ::.i __

A third approach to handling variable length header information 
would be to define a basic fixed length catalog record. Each variable 
part would be put in a separate tile. Thus, there could be a file which 
contains the header information that is needed for the various different 
frequency channels. Each record in this file would contain the 
information pertaining to one frequency channel. The size of this file 
could be as large or as small as needed,'

DECISION

Each of the variable length parts of a map's header information 
should be put in a separate file. This greatly simplifies the accessing 
of this information since all the records in each file are of a fixed 
size. Also, this helps keep the size Of the main catalog record down to 
the point where we may be able to squeeze it into a single disk block 
(sector),

The current IMPS data base uses this technique. However» there is a 
problem. The IMPS scheme defines a file for the spectral line channel 
information and another file for the cleaned sources information.
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